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2Introduction

K a m d o n C o o p e r  I d e n t i t y  M a n u a l

We are about to embark upon  
a corporate identity program. 
It is a program that has been
conceived and designed with 
the utmost concern for the bet-
terment of our company, and
one that we firmly believe will
unify our outward appearnace.

Our corporate mark features a
representation of metal panels,
the letters ‘k’ forming a square
and the inside form four arrows
which symbolizes coherent
direction and giving the effect 
of coating within the squares.

The goals of every corporate
identity program are high visibil-
ity and immediate recognition.
We are certain, if applied consci-
entiously, this program will
achieve those goals. But the 
success of the program depends
solely upon you and your dedi-
cation to the proper implementa-
tion of these guidelines. We urge

you to study this manual careful-
ly and refer back to it whenever
you are about to print a business
form, a piece of literature or any
publication mentioned in the 
following pages. It will not only
insure that we are unified on our
appearnace but will also make
your appearance but will also
make your printing job easier.

If you have questions about any
of the guidelines, please contact
Daniel Jackson, our vice presi-
dent. He is serving as corporate
cordinator of this program and 
is ready to assist you.

Sincerely,

Terence Bretz
President
KamdonCooper
Industrial Metal Coatings

Your strict adherence to the
guidelines set forth in the 
following pages will insure that
Kamdon Cooper is perceived as
a company that is unified in both
its outward images and its inner
goals. When used consistently,
the designs will strengthen our
public identity and maximize 
the marketing impact of our
company’s name.

Our desire for our square effect
of metal panel symbol is instant
recognition. That desire can be
made possible by your support
of the contents of this manual.
On occasion, the company will
issue formal KamdonCooper
Industrial metal coatings memo-
randums covering corporate
communidations policy. A copy
of each memorandum, as well as
other memoranduma covering
company policy, procedures and
guidelines should be filed in
your Communications Control
Manual for permanent reference.
The goals of every corporate
identity program are high visibil-
ity and immediate recognition.
We are certain, if applied consci-
entiously, this program will
achieve those goals. But the 
success of the program depends
solely upon you and your dedi-

cation to the proper implementa-
tion of these guidelines. We urge
you to study this manual careful-
ly and refer back to it whenever
you are about to print a business
form, a piece of literature or any
publication mentioned in the 
following pages. It will not only
insure that we are unified on our
appearnace but will also make
your appearance but will also
make your printing job easier.

Our corporate mark features a
representation of metal panels,
the letters ‘k’ forming a square
and the inside form four arrows
which symbolizes coherent
direction and giving the effect 
of coating within the squares.

The goals of every corporate
identity program are high visibil-
ity and immediate recognition.
We are certain, if applied consci-
entiously, this program will
achieve those goals. But the 
success of the program depends
solely upon you and your dedi-
cation to the proper implementa-
tion of these guidelines. We urge
you to study this manual careful-
ly and refer back to it whenever
you are about to print a business
form, a piece of literature or any
publication mentioned in the 
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following pages. A copy of each
memorandum, as well as other
memoranduma covering compa-
ny policy, procedures and guide-
lines should be filed in your
Communications Control Manual
for permanent reference.
The goals of every corporate
identity program are high visibil-
ity and immediate recognition.
We are certain, if applied consci-
entiously, this program will
achieve those goals. But the 
success of the program depends
solely upon you and your dedi-
cation to the proper implementa-
tion of these guidelines.

When used consistently, the
designs will strengthen our 
public identity and maximize 
the marketing impact of our
company’s name. Our desire 
for our square effect of metal
panel symbol is instant recogni-
tion. That desire can be made
possible by your support of the
contents of this manual. On
occasion, the company will issue
formal KamdonCooper Industrial
metal coatings memorandums
covering corporate communica-

tions policy. A copy of each
memorandum, as well as other
memoranduma covering compa-
ny policy, procedures and guide-
lines should be filed in your
Communications Control Manual
for permanent reference.

We are certain, if applied consci-
entiously, this program will
achieve those goals. But the 
success of the program depends
solely upon you and your dedi-
cation to the proper implementa-
tion of these guidelines. We urge
you to study this manual careful-
ly and refer back to it whenever
you are about to print a business
form, a piece of literature or any
publication mentioned in the 
following pages. It will not only
insure that we are unified on our
appearnace but will also make
your appearance but will also
make your printing job easier.

The goals of every corporate
identity program are high visibil-
ity and immediate recognition.
We are certain, if applied consci-
entiously, this program will
achieve those goals.

K a m d o n C o o p e r  I d e n t i t y  M a n u a l
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Process

Cyan         Magenta          Yellow          Black

51                 100                  47                 0

Process

Cyan         Magenta          Yellow          Black

0                    44                   97                 0

Process

Cyan         Magenta          Yellow          Black

0                     0                    0                100

Basic Standards Corporate Mark
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Basic Standards Specifying Color

The images shown to the right
represent acceptable color com-
binations of the KamdonCooper
logo. When printing in color, the
mark itself should be purple and
orange, and purple for the type.

When printing in black and
white, the mark and the type
should be 100% blk.

The corporate marks shown 
to the right represent the
KamdonCooper logo. The logo
is standardized in two ways.
One is with the KamdonCooper
written just below the logo.
Once the logo is established,
the mark can be by itself.

Refer to the chart on the right 
as a basis for using PMS
Pantone color and four-color
process when reproducing
Kamdon Cooper purple and
orange on coated and uncoated
paper. PMS purple Pantone 261
and PMS orange Pantone 137 
is the correct color usage. 

A combination of 51% Cyan ink,
100% Magenta ink and 47%
Yellow ink will simulate
KamdonCooper purple. And
combination of 44% Magenta ink
and 97% Yellow ink will simulate
KamdonCooper orange.

A 100% Black ink will simulate
black.

PMS

261

PMS

137

Black

K a m d o n C o o p e r

K a m d o n C o o p e r

K a m d o n C o o p e r

K a m d o n C o o p e r

The KamdonCooper Corporation
logo and logotype evolved from
the need to not only communi-
cate a new image for the corpo-
ration, but also to capture the
personality of the organization 
in the symbol.

The image personalized in the
logo is one of strength and cohe-
sion. The diamond square and
the square inside the diamond
represents paneling. 

And the diagonal ‘k’s’ make 
up the square. The white areas
inside the square symbolize
direction which also give a 
coating affect. Consistency in 
the use and application of this
corporate mark will make certain
that recognition takes place. 

Expalanation of acceptable uses
of the mark are included in the
following pages.

KamdonCooper Corporation’s
color are a central part of the
overall identification system.
When used correctly and 
consistently, they will build
awareness and recognition
throughout all corporate and
division communications.

KamdonCooper corporate 
color is orange. KamdonCooper
orange should be used consis-
tently in all  corporate identifica-

tion materials and the uniformity
of the KamdonCooper orange
should be strictly controlled. 
The formulation for coated 
and uncoated paper stocks are
identica, but the appearance is
different. 

Sample swatches of Kamdon
Cooper orange for both coated
and uncoated papers can be
found on the following pages.
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Basic Standards Background Color  (Correct Usage)
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Basic Standards Background Color  (Incorrect Usage)

Correct way is for the both color
and b/w mark to appear on a
white background.

And orange background for
color logo if necessary.

Use of any other background
with color purple, shadings, and
graphics, etc. is incorrect usage.

The KamdonCooper corporate
mark has been designed to
appear on a white background.

Under special circumstances,
such as when silk screening or
engraving on materials such as
metal, vinyl or other plastics or
when imprinting on purchased

books or pamphlets, the back-
groung color may be silver,
cream, or off-white.The corpo-
rate mark and accompanying
text will not be reproduced on 
a screen or over any shade of
black. It also will not be printed
over any other color or on a 
pattern of stripes, graphics, etc.
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Basic Standards Typographic Style

Century Gothic Bold: To be used
in KamdonCooper type for logo.

Univers 75 Black: To be used in
big headlines and signs (where
bolder values are necessary).

Univers 55: To be used in head-
lines, subheads, and text.

9 point Univers 55
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
12345678910&!?,.’’( )

12 point Univers 55
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
12345678910&!?,.’’( )

14 point Univers 65 Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

12345678910&!?,.’’( )

12 point Century Gothic
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
12345678910&!?,.’’( )

16 point Century Gothic Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
12345678910&!?,.’’( )

18 point Univers 75 Black
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTVW
XYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstvw
xyz 12345678910&!?,.( )

S t a t i o n e r y S t a n d a r d s

A primary key to the success of
any corporate icentity program
is the consistent use of a chosen
typographic style. The typeface
Univers, therefore was chosen
for use in all publications and
printed pieces.

Univers is available in a variety
of weights and styles. In order 
to maintain consistency, the fol-
lowing standard have been set.
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Stationery Standards Letterhead  

5150 Industrial Park Dr.
Alpharetta, Ga.  30136
phone: 770 934.7026
fax: 770 934.2351
e-mail: wseals@kamdoncooper.com

Industrial Metal Coatings

K a m d o n C o o p e

K a m d o n C o o p e r

5150 Industrial Park Dr.
Alpharetta, Ga.  30136
phone: 770 934.7026
fax: 770 934.2351
e-mail: wseals@kamdoncooper.com

Wilhemia Seals
Assistant Director

5150 Industrial Park Dr.
Alpharetta, Ga.  30136

Industrial Metal Coatings

K a m d o n C o o p e r

As one of the most frequently-
used tools in our business,
KamdonCooper stationery is a
major part of the overall corpo-
rate identity program. With that
in mind, the following guidelines
have been set concerning the
seletion and use of stationery.

Size Requirements

Stationery: 8 1/2”x11”
Envelope: No.10
Business Cards:3 1/2”x2”

Letterhead Specifications

The standard orange corporate
mark will be featured in all sta-
tionery except the color orange
will not be featured in fax,
memos, or any othe miscella

Typing Format

The left margin of the text will
be flush left and aligned with 
the company address at the 
top of the letterhead. The date,
address, greeting, and salutation
will also be flush left.

The body copy of typewritten
material will be single-spaced
with a double space between
paragraphs. The first line of the
paragraph will not be indented,
but will also be flush left.

Note: When typing the company
name, KamdonCooper should 
be one word instead of two or
being seperate  with a capital 
K and C.

Right: KamdonCooper

Wrong: Kamdon Cooper or 
Kamdoncooper                  

As one of the most frequently
used tools in our business,
Kamdon Cooper stationery 
is a major part of the overall 
corporate identity program.

With that in mind, the following
guidelines have been set con-
cerning the seletion and use 
of stationery.



Letterhead  Sample

5150 Industrial Park Dr.
Alpharetta, Ga.  30136
phone: 770 934.7026
fax: 770 934.2351
e-mail: wseals@kamdoncooper.com

Industrial Metal Coatings
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K a m d o n C o o p e r

5150 Industrial Park Dr.
Alpharetta, Ga.  30136
phone: 770 934.7026
fax: 770 934.2351
e-mail: wseals@kamdoncooper.com

Wilhemia Seals
Assistant Director

5150 Industrial Park Dr.
Alpharetta, Ga.  30136

Industrial Metal Coatings
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Stationery Standards
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Stationery Standards Typing Format

3 1/2"

11"

5150 Industrial Park Dr.
Alpharetta, Ga.  30136
phone: 770 934.7026
fax: 770 934.2351
e-mail: wseals@kamdoncooper.com

Industrial Metal Coatings

August 6, 1996

Ms. Patti Hoyt
J.M. Tull
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602

Dear Ms Hoyt:

KamdonCooper Assistant Department is seeking to employ two undergraduate of
graduate students for temporary work taking the physical inventory of fixed assets 
for the government.  We prefer to employ junior and senior or graduate students.
However, freshmen and sophomore with some experience in taking of inventory
(retail, fixed asset or other) will be considered.  Also, experience in the requirements 
is preferable.

The students will be employed on a part-time basis (approximately 20 hours a week).
The students will need to provide their own transportation to use in conducting the
inventory.  This is a temporary assignment and will last approximately four yo six
months.  I’m particularly interested in students who can begin working immediately
or within the next two weeks.  We have already begun this project and need assistance
right away. However, all interested students will be considered.

Please refer all qualified students to the Assistant Department, Room 380.  They may
contact me, Melissa Yale of Patricia Hill to set and appointment for an interview at
770 734-2379.

Your assistance recruiting students for this project will be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Wilhemia Seals
Assistant Director

K a m d o n C o o p e

1/8"

1/8"
7/16"

1 1/8"

1 1/2"

1/2"

1 7/8"

8 1/2"
1/2"

1/2"

2"

1 1/8" 2 5/16"

9 1/2"
3/8" 1 1/2" 4 1/8"

4 1/8"

1 1/2"

1 1/8"

3/8"

3/8"

The importance of letterhead
require that they have measure-
ments to have guidelines. It has
has been set concerning the
selection and use of stationery.

These guidelines will be fre-
quently used tools in our busi-
ness. KamdonCooper stationery
is a major part of the overall 
corporate identity program.

Illustrated below is an example
of the style and positioning to 
be followed in typing correspon-
dence.

We recommend that this page
be reproduced and distributed 
to all individuals responsible 
for typing correspondence.
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P U R C H A S E  O R D E R

No. 231004

Vendor

Vendor #

Date 

How Ship

Date Required

Terms

Attn:

Quantity Description Account # Price/Unit Amount

Vendor

Vendor #

IMPORTANT
Always show our number on

shipments or correspondence.
Advice if unable to meet 

required date.

White: Original     Green: Division     Goldenrod: Invoice Copy

Subtotal

Shipping

Sales Tax

Total

5150 Industrial Park Dr.
Alpharetta, Ga.  30136
phone: 770 934.7026
fax: 770 934.2351
e-mail: wseals@kamdoncooper.com

K a m d o n C o o p e r

F A C S I M I L E

Date

Number of pages [including cover page]

Name

Company

Phone

Fax

Name

Company

Phone

To: From:

Comments:

5150 Industrial Park Dr.
Alpharetta, Ga.  30136
phone: 770 934.7026
fax: 770 934.2351
e-mail: wseals@kamdoncooper.com

K a m d o n C o o p e r

P r i n t e d
P u b l i c a t i o n
S t a n d a r d s

The internal importance of
releases require that they 
be considered vital to any 
corporate identity program. 
For that reason, the following
specifications will apply when
printing and typing these 
three communication tools.

The form s will show the 
corporate mark in only black 
and white in terms of budget
considerations.
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Printed Publication
Standards

Slim Jim

K a m d o n C o o p e r  I d e n t i t y  M a n u a l

Printed Publication
Standards

Introduction

1/2" 1/4"

1/2"

4"

9"

KamdonCooper is one of the
company’s key forms of commu-
nication with the public, because
it is often viewed by entire com-
munities.

As illustrated in the following
pages, KamdonCooper corporate
mark will feature in all of the
standard corporate literature.

We recommend that this page
be reproduced and distributed 
to all individuals responsible 
for typing correspondence.
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Connection Surfacing
The idea of the main theme in the story 
of the surfacing points out the different
aspects of death and how the narrator 
manages and overcome those aspects is
through becoming part of the external
world. The environmental surroundings 
and forces of nature helps to bring out 
the internalization in the narrator. This 
could be one of the example of Freudian’s
psycho-analysis which talks about “the
external world, in which the individual 
finds oneself exposed after being detached
from his parents, represents the power of the
present.” In the case of Surfacing, the
narrator is able to or have the potential of 
knowing reality and finding the sense of 
self by looking at death through the
exposed environment.

Life and death is the metaphor and an
important element or factor in the story 
of Surfacing. Other issues such as the past
and present, absence and presence is the
major ideals that give different perspective
to death. The major crisis of getting an abor-
tion during the life of the narrator made the
aspect of birth and death an important issue
to the narrator.

The environmental surroundings and forces
of nature helps to bring out the internaliz
ation in the narrator. This could be one of the
example of Freudian’s psycho-analysis
which talks about “the external world, in
which the individual finds oneself exposed
after being detached from his parents, 
represents the power of the present.” In the
case of Surfacing, thenarrator is able to or
have the potential of knowing reality and
finding the sense of self by looking at death
through the exposed environment.

Methods
The idea of the main theme in 
the story of the surfacing points
out the different aspects of death
and how the narrator manages
and overcome those aspects is
through becoming part of the
external world. The environmental
surroundings and forces of nature
helps to bring out the internaliza-
tion in the narrator. This could be
one of the example of Freudian’s
psycho-analysis which talks
about “the external world, in
which the individual finds oneself
exposed after being detached
from his parents, represents the
power of the present.” In the case
of Surfacing, the narrator is able to
or have the potential of knowing
reality and finding the sense of self
by looking at death through the
exposed environment and nature.

Life and death is the metaphor
and an important element or fac-
tor in the story of Surfacing. Other
issues such as the past and pre-
sent, absence and presence is the
major ideals that give different
perspective to metal.

Factors and Elements

The idea of the main theme in
the story of the surfacing points
out the different aspects of
death and how the narrator
manages and overcome those
aspects is through becoming
part of the external world. 

The environmental surroundings
and forces of nature helps to
bring out the internalization in
the narrator. This could be one
of the example of Freudian’s
psycho-analysis which talks
about “the external world, in
which the individual finds one-
self exposed after being
detached from his parents, rep-
resents the power of the pre-
sent.” In the case of Surfacing,
the narrator is able to or have
the potential.

Life and death is the metaphor
and an important element or
factor in the story of Surfacing.
Other issues such as the past
and present, absence and pres-
ence is the major ideals.

Life and death 
is the metaphor
and an important
element or factor
in the Surfacing.
The major crisis 
of getting a metal
connected.

Life and death is the metaphor and an important
element or factor in the story of Surfacing. Other
issues such as the past and present, absence and
presence is the major ideals that give different
perspective to death. The major crisis of getting
an abortion during the life of the narrator made
the aspect of birth and death an important issue
to the narrator.

The idea of the main theme in
the story of the surfacing points
out the different aspects of
death and how the narrator 
manages and overcome those
aspects is through becoming
part of the external world. 
The environmental surroundings
and forces of nature helps to
bring out the internalization in
the narrator. This could be one
of the example of Freudian’s
psycho-analysis which talks
about “the external world, in
which the individual finds 
oneself exposed after being
detached from his parents, rep-
resents the power of the pre-
sent.” In the case of Surfacing,
thenarrator is able to or have
the potential of knowing reality
and finding the sense of self by
looking at death through the
exposed environment.

Printed Publication
Standards

Brochure

K a m d o n C o o p e r  I d e n t i t y  M a n u a l

1/2" 1/4"

1/2"

8 1/2"

11"

Industrial Metal Coating

K a m d o n C o o p e r

K a m d o n C o o p e r
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Newsletter
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17"

11"
1/2"

1/2"

1/4"
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The environmental surroundings and forces of nature helps to bring out the 

internalization in the narrator. This could be one of the example of Freudian’s

psycho-analysis which talks about “the external world, in which the individual

finds oneself exposed after being detached from his parents, represents the 

power of the present.” In the case of Surfacing, the narrator is able to or have 

the potential of knowing reality and finding the sense of self by looking at death

through the exposed environment and nature. All these loss, absence and this

shock seemed to have made her feel a great deal of guilt which leads to fear.  

She has so much anger and dissappointment inside

her that she has not released because of her par-

ents absence from her life when she needed them

most while she was The environmental surround-

ings and forces of nature helps to bring out the

internalization in the narrator. This could be one 

of the example of Freudian’s psycho-analysis which

MACHINERY WORLD

about “the external world, in which the individual finds

oneself exposed after being detached from his parents,

represents the power of the present.” In the case of

Surfacing, the narrator is able to or have the potential

of knowing reality and finding the sense of self by 

looking at death through the exposed environment and

nature. All these loss, absence and this shock seemed

to have made her feel a great deal of guilt which leads

to fear.  

talks about “the external world, in which the individual finds oneself exposed after being detached from talks
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3D  S t a n d a r d s

He doesn’t seem to care at all about

Robert, and only want his toy soldiers

for his to keep. The selfish side of him

could be noted in the phrase “He was

not interested in anything of Robert’s

except the soldiers Robert would not 

let him play with, which were Robert’s

dearest possession.” Bunny seems to 

be uncaring about anybody or anything

except his dear mother, which is every-

thing to him.  

Throughout the story, I did not seem 

to get enough characterization of Bunny

and of how he feels abou his mothers

death. I felt very annoyed reading the

characterization of Bunny and instead,

Robert to be the interesting out of all

the other characters in the story he

doesn’t like to deal with his daily chores

and gets impatient easily. He is going

through his adolescent stage and thinks

his mom or other things thath gets in

his way to be a bursen on him. But

truly, he is a good kid and cares a lot

about people even though he doesn’t

admit outwardly throughout the story.

He is very curious about things, such 

as when he stays over at Aunt Clara’s

house during the weekend.

The selfish side of him could be noted in

the phrase “He was not interested in

anything of Robert’s except the soldiers

Robert would not let him play with.

Building Factories

He doesn’t seem to care at
all about Robert, and only
want his toy soldiers for his
to keep.  

The selfish side of him could
be noted in the phrase “He
was not interested in any-
thing of Robert’s except the
soldiers Robert would not let
him play with, which were
Robert’s dearest possession.”
Bunny seems to be uncaring
about anybody or anything
except his dear mother,
which is everything to him.
Throughout the story, I did
not seem to get enough char-
acterization of Bunny and 
of how he feels abou his
mothers death. I felt very
annoyed reading through the
characterization of Bunny
and instead, Robert to be the
interesting out of all the other
characters in the story evolves
Robert doesn’t like to deal
with his daily chores and gets
impatient easily. He is going
through his adolescent stage
and thinks his mom or other

K a m d o n C o o p e r
Winter 1997 No. 12

Coating Metals

The selfish side of him could
be noted in the phrase “He
was not interested in any-
thing of Robert’s except the
soldiers Robert would not let
him play with, which were
Robert’s dearest possession.”
Bunny seems to be uncaring
about anybody or anything
except his dear mother,
which is everything to him.
Throughout the story, I did
not seem to get enough char-
acterization of Bunny and 
of how he feels abou his
mothers death. I felt very
annoyed reading through the
characterization of Bunny
and instead, Robert to be the
interesting out of all the other
characters in the story evolves
Robert doesn’t like to deal
with his daily chores and gets
impatient easily wardly
throughout the story evolves
around her. 

things thath gets in his way
to be a bursen on him. But
truly, he is a good kid and
cares a lot about people even
though he doesn’t admit out-
wardly throughout the story.
He is very curious about
things, such as when he stays
over at Aunt Clara’s house.
Because of the accident with
his leg. 

Throughout the story, I 
did not seem to get enough 
characterization of Bunny
and of how he feels abou 
his mothers death. I felt very
annoyed reading through 
the characterization of Bunny
and instead, Robert to be the
interesting out of all the other
characters in the story. He
doesn’t seem to care at all
about Robert, and only want
his toy soldiers for his to
keep forever.
He doesn’t seem to care at
all about Robert, and only
want his toy soldiers for his
to keep.  

He doesn’t seem to care at  all about Robert,

and only want his toy soldiers for his to keep.

The selfish side of him could be noted in the

phrase “He was not interested in anything of

Robert’s except the soldiers Robert would not

let him play with, which were Robert’s dearest

possession.” Bunny seems to be uncaring

about anybody or anything except his dear

mother, which is everything to him. In the

story, I did not seem to get enough characteri-

zation of Bunny and of how he feels abou his

mothers death. I felt very annoyed reading

through the characterization of Bunny and

instead, Robert to be the interesting out of all

the other characters in the story Robert does-

n’t like to deal with his daily chores.

Fundamentals of Metal

Combination of mixtures
Bunny seems to be uncaring about anybody or anything except
his dear mother, which is everything to him. In the story, I did
not seem to get enough characterization of Bunny and of how
he feels abou his mothers death. I felt very annoyed reading
through the characterization of Bunny and instead, Robert to
be the interesting out of all the other characters in the story
Robert doesn’t like to deal with his daily chores.

Flames 
But truly, he is a good kid and
cares a lot about people even
though he doesn’t admit out-
wardly throughout the story. 
He is very curious about things,
such as when he stays Clara’s
house. Lorem ipsum dorem.

Hot Coating
Lorem ipsum dorem but truly,
he is a good kid and cares a lot
about people even though he
doesn’t admit outwardly in the
story. He is very curious about
things, such as when he stays
Clara’s house. Lorem ipsum
dorem sur consecteur.

Welding Down
He is a good kid and cares a
lot about people even though
he doesn’t admit outwardly
throughout the story. 
He is very curious about
things, such as when he stays
Clara’s house. Lorem ipsum
dorem but truly, he is a good
kid and cares a lot about peo-
ple even though he doesn’t
admit outwardly in the story. 

Mill Interior
But truly, he is a good kid and cares a lot about people even though he
doesn’t admit outwardly throughout the story. He is very curious about
things, such as when he stays Clara’s house. Because of the accident with
his leg, he is in the building. 

Hook Chains
But truly, he is a good kid and cares a lot
about people even though he doesn’t admit
outwardly throughout the story. He is very
curious about things, such as when he stays
Clara’s house. Because of the accident with
his leg, he is in the building. 

He doesn’t seem to care at  all about Robert,
and only want his toy soldiers for his to keep.
The selfish side of him could be noted in the
phrase “He was not interested in anything of
Robert’s except the soldiers Robert would not
let him play with, which were Robert’s dearest
possession.” Bunny seems to be uncaring
about anybody or anything except his dear
mother, which is everything to him.  

Throughout the story, I did not seem to get
enough characterization of Bunny and of how
he feels abou his mothers death. I felt very
annoyed reading through the characterization
of Bunny and instead, Robert to be the inter-
esting out of all the other characters in the
story lorem ipsum sur.    

Robert doesn’t like to deal with his daily
chores and gets impatient easily.  He is going
through his adolescent stage and thinks his
mom or other things that gets in his way to be
a burden on him. But truly, he is a good kid
and cares a lot about people even though he
doesn’t admit outwardly throughout the story.
He is very curious about things, such as when
he stays over at Aunt Clara’s house. Because
of the accident with his leg, he is going
through his adolescent stage and thinks his mom or other
things thath gets in his way to be a bursen on him. Lorem
ipsum dorem but truly, he is a good kid and cares 
a lot about people even though he doesn’t admit outwardly 
in the story. He is very curious about things, such as when 
he stays Clara’s house. Lorem ipsum dorem sur consecteur. 

Throughout the story, I did not seem to get enough characteri-
zation of Bunny and of how he feels abou his mothers death. 
I felt very annoyed reading through the characterization of
Bunny and instead, Robert to be the interesting out of all the
other characters in the story lorem ipsum sur. Robert doesn’t
like to deal with his daily chores and gets impatient easily. 
He is going through his adolescent stage and thinks his mom
or other things thath gets in his way to be a bursen on him.
But truly, he is a good kid and cares a lot about people even
though he doesn’t admit outwardly throughout the story. He 
is very curious about things, such as when he stays over at
Aunt Clara’s house. Because of the accident with his leg, he 
is going through his adolescent stage and thinks his mom or
other things thath gets in his way to be a bursen on him.

He doesn’t seem to care at  all about Robert, and only
want his toy soldiers for his to keep. The selfish side of
him could be noted in the phrase “He was not interested
in anything of Robert’s except the soldiers Robert would
not let him play with, which were Robert’s dearest pos-
session.” Bunny seems to be uncaring about anybody 
or anything except his dear mother, which is everything
to him.  

ers death. I felt very annoyed reading through the char-
acterization of Bunny and instead, Robert to be the inter-
esting out of all the other characters in the story Robert
doesn’t like to deal with his daily chores and gets impa-
tient easily. He is going through his adolescent stage
and thinks his mom or other things thath gets in his way
to be a bursen on him. But truly, he is a good kid and
cares a lot about people even though he doesn’t admit
outwardly throughout the story.

LIFTER MACHINE
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3D Standards Introduction

K a m d o n C o o p e r

K a m d o n C o o p e r

K a m d o n C o o p e r

KamdonCooper is one of the
company’s key forms of commu-
nication with the public, because
it is often viewed by entire com-
munities.

As illustrated in the following
pages, KamdonCooper corporate
mark will feature in all of the
standard corporate literature.

We recommend that this page
be reproduced and distributed 
to all individuals responsible 
for typing correspondence.
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K a m d o n C o o p e r

T-Shirt FRONT

T-Shirt BACK

Align: To line up letters or words
on the same horizontal or verti-
cal line.

Configuration: The external
shape or form of an element 
or group of elements.

Corporate Mark: The symbol
used for identification of a 
corporation.

Corporate Signature: A compa-
ny’s legal name displayed in
conjunction with the corporate
mark.

Flush Left (Right): Set even 
with the left (right) edge of a 
column of type and having 
no indentions.

Font: All of the characters and
spacings of one size of one type
face.

Legal Name: The company’s full
name as recorded in it’s corpo-
rate charter. It is to be used in 
its corporate charter. It is to be
uused on all company literature.

Partial Tone: The use of two 
different shades of a color in 
the smae image.

Reverse: Instead of appearing as
dark on a white background, an
image appears as white of light
on a dark background.


